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PARENTING CHILDREN REQUIRES PATIENCE, CONSISTENT LIMITS
By Terry Brenner
University Relations
It’s fairly simple. Children need limits to keep them safe and their parents sane.
But that’s too simple, of course. In raising what they hope will be well-balanced,
responsible children, parents should bear in mind various other reasons for setting behavioral
limits.
Limits help children learn about social reality, self-control, choices and consequences,
says Nancy Seldin, a visiting assistant professor of education at The University of Montana.
“We set limits so children can feel safe, learn, and develop an internal structure to
guide their behavior when a parent or supervisor isn’t around,” she says. “Limits are not
intended as punishment —they are supportive.”
Of course, limits will vary according to children’s ages and abilities and should be set
accordingly. For example, children progress from never crossing a street alone to crossing
with complete independence. Reading around in child development literature will help any
parent set realistic standards.
But in general, Seldin says, “Keep rules few, simple and easy to understand.
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Remember, especially with little children, that learning rules is a gradual process. It’s
important to establish ahead of time what the consequences will be.” Limits are of little use if
they re not maintained, and breaching of them must result in consequences.
In setting limits for children, parents need to respect their own limits, too, she says.
This means they must be clear about their own legitimate needs with regard to their child’s
behavior. But whatever limits they set, parents must be willing and able to follow through with
consequences, no matter how inconvenient.
“If you have a rule, stick with it always,” Seldin says. “Random enforcement only
encourages a child to break the rules in order to see where the limit really is.”
A common bugaboo for parents is bedtime, a ritual for some that gets ever longer and
more annoying. Why? Because the routine isn’t clear and limits haven’t been consistently
enforced. Parents often become trapped in what Seldin calls the parental dance, a sequence in
which parents make a request, repeat the request, remind the child, bargain with the child,
lecture the child and, finally, yell at or threaten the child.
“Children are sometimes difficult to get to bed,” she says. “They dawdle and make
excuses.” Parents should realize, though, that bedtime routines can take more than an hour,
with bath, getting on pajamas, having a story and so forth, she says, and this can be a good
time for parents and children.
“When the whole routine gets so long it begins to infringe upon the parents’ time alone,
then the child needs to have some limits and consequences,” she says.
This is where a kitchen timer with a bell comes in handy, especially with children 2
years old and up. Children often don’t understand when parents say something like “You have
-more-
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five minutes to get your pajamas on.” And for those who do understand but would push the
limits, Seldin says, the timer let’s them know when time is up. It takes the unpleasant task off
the parents’ shoulders.
Seldin also has found that children often get so absorbed in their activity they tune out
and don’t hear a request even when they appear to. A good idea, she says, is a “check-in
procedure to make sure the child actually heard and registered the request. She suggests
friendly cues like “Do you read me?” or “Can you tell me what I just asked you to do?”
Another helpful strategy is transition time. By saying something like “It’s almost time
for dinner, parents allow children some time to close down what they are doing and get
ready. But when it’s actually time for dinner, parents can expect children to come.
Seldin suggests that parents have some rules that are negotiable and some that aren’t,
and children should be taught the difference. If, say, bedtime is 8 p.m. on week nights and
that’s not negotiable, parents should be firm. If bedtime on weekends is negotiable, that’s OK.
But when a rule is negotiable, parents can still be firm about where negotiations will end.
Helpful here, Seldin says, is a good cutoff technique. “End of debate, darling. Go brush your
teeth,” for instance. Parents should use the cutoff technique before they’ve reached their limit
of tolerance, not after they’ve lost their tempers. If a child oversteps a boundary he has
negotiated, he must know there are consequences.
Of the three traditional parenting styles —authoritarian, permissive and authoritative —
authoritative is the model that parents should try to emulate, Seldin says. This parent is
reasonable and knows how to apply negotiable and non-negotiable limits. Let’s say the child
doesn’t want to wear a hat even though the weather dictates he should do so. The reasonable
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parent will offer a choice of two different hats - but a hat, all the same.
By contrast, the authoritarian parent is rigid, critical, all knowing and always right,
Seldin says. While his or her rules are non-negotiable, they are clear, and the child will
probably behave w’hen taken out in public. On the other hand, because the control is all
external, the child isn’t learning self-control. This type of parenting usually will “incite
rebellion or kill the child’s spirit,” Seldin says.
At the other extreme is the permissive style of parenting, where children can do as they
please, possibly to their own and others’ detriment. Oftentimes the “parents are tuned out, and
the kids are terrors,” Seldin says.
No parent is 100 percent on top of every situation, but it’s good to have goals and
intentions, she says. The children who get into trouble are those who have no choices or too
many choices, or those whose misbehaviors have consequences either too late or not at all.
“It takes a lot of self-discipline to raise a self-disciplined child,” she says.
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